Abstract-The most serious threats for Android users is come from application, However, the market lack a mechanism to validate whether these applications are malware or not. So, malware maybe leak user's private information, malicious deductions for send premium SMS, get root privilege of the Android system and so on. In the traditional method of malware detection, signature is the only basis. It is far enough. In this paper, we propose a runtime-based behavior dynamic analysis for Android malware detection. The new scheme can be implemented as a system. We analyze 350 applications come from third-party Android market, the result show that our system can effectively detect unknown malware and the malicious behavior of malware.
INTRODUCTION
Smartphone is becoming more and more important in our lives, according to the Morgan Stanley, Smartphone will outstrip PCs in 2012 and tablet shipments will reach 100mm in 2012 [1] . The first quarter of 2011, the market share of Android in the global over Symbian for the first time, Ranking first in the world. Until July 2012, China's market share was 76.7%.Android is an open source Linux-based operating system led by Google. Equipment Android devices can run a variety of mobile application software on an application runtime environment .so as the malware. Unfortunately, the increasing adoption of Smartphone comes with the growing prevalence of mobile malware. The most popular type of malware is Trojan, it may cause threats such as information leakage, get root privileges. The Geinimi [2] and DroidDream [3] appeared in china Android market is the representative.
Android strengthens the security in several aspects, the most important is privilege separation and the sandbox model [4] . In normal, the application cannot harm to the other application and system. Application to apply for permission to the system, the system will Grant permission to it, And to establish the appropriate data structure. However, once the permission is given, Applications have the ability to do any of the things that can be done, An application with access rights to confidential data and eligible to exposure data to public can easily steal phone owner's information. Is the application using or abusing its access rights?
In this paper, we propose a runtime-based behavior dynamic analysis system for Android malware detection. The system consists of event creator and Log monitor and Parser. The event creator simulates user's action, through the result of static Analysis. Android platform has system debug monitor called Logcat. When the application runs on the Customized Emulator, The log monitor module collects the useful log. And the Parser extracts the malicious behavior. Until now, we can analysis the personal information leakage and the behavior of sending premium SMS. We have implemented prototype system and analyze 350 application collected from Amazon Android market. The system detected 82 applications that leak some kind of private date and 8 applications that send Premium SMS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will describe background information on the Android platform, Section 3 design and implementation of our proposal, Section 4 presents results from our study, and section 5 summarizes our conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Android is a Linux-based operating system designed primarily for touch-screen mobile devices such as Smartphone and tablets [5] .as depicted in figure 1 ,It is divided into four layers from top to bottom, the Linux kernel is responsible for the management of hardware resources. The middleware and Libraries run on the top of Linux. The application developer can call the application API that provided in the third layer, and is executed within a Virtual Machine called Dalvik.
Android defines four component types. Activity is used to define the interface. Service used to define the program running in the background. Content provider store and share data using a relational database interface. Broadcast receiver act as mailboxes for message from other application.
For security, Android mediates IPC based on permission labels. A permission label is simply a unique text string that can be defines by developer. A list of permission labels required in its package manifest. Android assigns permission to the application at the install time and the permissions can't be changed at runtime. However, requested permissions are not allowed .for example, an application request the SEND SMS and READ SMS permissions may be leak personal private information.
The potential risk for abuse of private information stored on the phone is very serious, when the application gets the sensitive permission, it maybe leak your private data in the background, but the user can hardly prevent the app from making illegal use that information so far. The sensitive personal data mainly include telephone number/E-mail address, contact list, IMSI(International Mobile Subscriber Identifier), IMEI(International Mobile Equipment Identifier),location and so on. The next most common threat of the Smartphone security is send premium SMS, we use FakePlayer [6] example, an SMS Trojan that sends short messages to premium, it disguise as legitimate application, and send SMS without user consensus. The application maybe send a specific content to a premium numbers, including "10621918", "10621900", "1066185829 " and etc [7] .
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section described design and implementation of Runtime-based behavior dynamic system. First of all, we will describe the architecture of proposed system. Then we present how to create Trigger event and how to collect and analyze the malicious behavior.
A. System architecture
How can we tell whether an application is using or abusing its access rights? When a game app requests the INTERT permission, it maybe only shares the score. To find the hidden threat in the app, we propose the runtime-based behavior dynamic analysis system. Figure 2 depicts architecture of the System. At first, we perform static analysis on the App, when the app run on the Customized Emulator, the event Creator triggers the sensitive event. Log monitor collect the log and analysis to get the malicious behavior.
B. Static analysis
The goal of static analysis is to use static analysis to find ways to trigger potentially malicious or risk behavior when the app runs in the dynamic analysis. We will get the list of permissions on the app, the list of registered activities, services and broadcast receivers from the app also are extracted. In the module, the baksmali[8] decompiles the app, and extracted the information. 
C. Customized Emulator
The customized Android is base on version 2.3.4,the private data we trace is contacts, calendar , SMS , call log, network and so on. We track the flow of sensitive information through app. The LKM(loadable kernel module) [ 
c) Put the hook function in the Android kernel, when an application run on the Android version, the application action will be hook, and print log when the action is occurred.
When the App run on the customized emulator, if the sensitive information is sent, the log will record this behavior .In order to simulate events, the events creator use the Robotium to certain types of views such as buttons, menus and etc. use the system debugging tool Logcat to send the log data to Log Parser to analysis the log.
D. Log monitor and Parser
A new log monitor is added in the existing monitor hierarchy to monitor the log output. The log monitor will collect the log data when the app runs, however, the log data contains lots of no-go data. The first job of log monitor is filtering the no-go data. According to the result of the static analysis, the parser analyzes the log data through Semantic analysis. The content contains two aspects. One is sensitive information leakage, other is the send some context to some premium numbers.
The monitor collected log and the parser analysis flow as below:
a) First of all, when the Android application run on the emulator, the system Logcat will print the log that record the behavior of the application, the log collector gathers all log. 
IV. APPLICATION ANALYSIS RESULTS
We have implemented the prototype system on Android emulator and PC, First of all, we collect about the 350 apps form Amazon Android market, secondly, let the app run on the Customized Android on the emulator one by one. Lastly, the result will display.
The result for our experiment show that the current status of Android application' security is not very satisfactorily. There are some findings in our experiments and research.
 56% applications use intent permission.  48% applications use third-party advertisement library such as Admob, Mobclix and so on which can collect some private information.  23% applications acquire user's private data and will leak it.  8 applications may send premium SMS which may be illegality.
A. Experiment Environment
The experiment environment is based on Android 2.3 and Ubuntu 10.04, the communication between the PC and emulator via adb shell. Also we have implemented a customized ROM image on HTC G7.the host of system control the static analysis, collecting log data and detecting the spite behavior.
B. Static Analysis Result
The result shows that our method of analysis is effectively for detecting the application that has potential risk for leaking private information. As showed in the Table 1 , IMEI ,location information and some other private information of user will be leak if when the user use the application on their device. Take com.stylem.wallpapers for example, it totally has more than 30 million downloading for smart phone platform that means how popular it is, however, the IMEI as unique user id will be send to a server without encryption. analysis also organizes all the activity and service to generate the CFG file. It is an xml file to describe the logic of the application. The event creator will create the event according to CFG file.
C. System Demo
Take backgrounds.apk for example, when this application is tested in the system. First of all, as depicted in Figure 4 , we start the customized emulator, the application run it automatic with trigger all the action. The log monitor will collect and analysis all the suspicious behavior described in Figure 5 . 
D. Dynamic Detecting Result
We have found 82 applications that leak some kind of private information, including 50 applications leak IEMI, Location, 32 applications leak IMSI,8 applications leak SMS or E-mail information.
We found total 8 applications that send premium to service provider, these applications require SEND_SMS and RECRIVE_SMS permission, when trigger a button of the application, it will send a premium SMS, and it also delete the confirm SMS that is sent by service provider. The detail is described in Table 2 V. CONCLUSIONS
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We have proposed a runtime based behavior dynamic analysis for Android malware detection, which is not absolutely dependent on virus signatures. For unknown malware, this method is very effective. The system we implemented based on runtime behavior can be applied to security inspection.
